
SILVER-TECH
3 layers The most exciting one, Sy's excluive design with DOOR ZIPPER, on driver side. What a great cover for shows. Keeps 
interior cooler, we are in Arizona so very aware of how important UV resistant sun reflective covers are for protection. Lightest 
weight, so easy on and off. Super slick inner side pampers paint. No comparison anywhere, Sy’s pattern and yes, it really does 
have a door zipper!!! “Chevy guys will be green with envy”  Not available for Panel truck, if interested in panel, get on first serve list. 
Must do up a “roll” at a time, so, to invest in a panel cover we need some “reassurance”. Color: light metallic silver 
1953-56 Pick-up ............................................................................................................................. TC-5301-SZ ................ $195.00 ea

STORM-BOND
4 layers. Best long term storage and protection from dings, hail, kids, garages with family traffic. Two breathable and protective 
layers inside & soft luxurious fleece inner layer. Outer layer has highest UV (sun) protection available. Ultrasonic sealed seams to 
avoid stitches and punctures. Color: light grey
1953-56 pick-up .............................................................................................................................. TC-5300-PG ............... $155.00 ea
1953-56 panel................................................................................................................................. TCP-5356-SW ............ $320.00 ea

SOFT-BOND
3 layers, very soft without the “fuzz” that we worry about in flannel fabrics. Highly water resistant, seams are heat sealed to avoid 
stitches and punctures. This is the cover for newer paint and babied finishes. Very UV resistant, good for high sun areas. Cover is 
comparable to but exceeds competitor covers costing way over $200.00. Color: grey
1953-56 pick-up .............................................................................................................................. TC-5300-FT ................ $135.00 ea
1953-56 panel................................................................................................................................. TCP-5356-DX ............. $280.00 ea

HONEYCOMB
Single layer, very breathable and thin, lightweight, water resistant, economical, indoor and outdoor mild weather or short term 
storage, good dirt, dust and UV ray protection. Easy on & off. Color: light grey
1953-56 pick-up .............................................................................................................................. TC-5300-BG ................. $85.00 ea
1953-56 panel................................................................................................................................. TCP-5356-HC ............. $350.00 ea

ECONOMY, PLASTIC
This clear, 3 mil plastic car cover with elastic band, has a temporary cover that will not scratch the surface of your truck. The cover 
is like a car rain coat, even in heavy rain or wind the elastic band prevents it from being blown off. This does not cover the truck 
completely to running board but is handy for quick cover up,   Universal ...................................... TC-5300-EC .................. $15.00 ea

LONG BED COVERS, ...............................OUTSIDE STORAGE Water Proof .................. TC2-5305-LB .............. $178.50 ea 
                                                                                   INSIDE STORAGE Water Resistant................ TC2-5306-LB .............. $138.50 ea

COVER GROMMET FOR ANTENNA...........TC-9112...............$1.75 ea
STORAGE BAG, DRAWSTRING............TC-9110..............$11.00 ea

.

TRUCK COVER WIND GUARD KIT. . . . . . . . . .. . .TC-9108. . . .$15.95 ea

Remember this? “Covers are now made 
overseas, it is a nightmare! Material being 
cut in Mexico, sewn in China, go figure! We 
continue searching for a better way, well,
I FOUND IT
I have been on a quest for a GOOD truck 
cover manufacturer. We have been dealers 
for Covercraft, Coverking and California Car 
Cover for years, but I have not been happy 
with them for some time. Quality going down, 
prices going UP, way up!!! But we found a 
company that will make our cover my way, 
with reinforcement at those sharp bed corners, 
long enough to cover bumpers and running 
boards, enough room for mirrors and just a tad 
cheaper than building a garage!!

Our truck covers are 
long enough to cover the 
running boardsPhoto courtesy of Dennis McBride

COVER CABLE AND LOCK
TC-9109...................$12.50 ea

COVERCRAFT STYLES AVAILABLE 
call for prices
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